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Black Tooth Grins

The Black Tooth Grins dare to venture into the regions of Yui Nebula, Hankao's Nebula, and Chiharu
Nebula. They joined the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia in the second wave of the invasion and made
base south-west of the Kikyo Sector. Intelligence reports state that they have set shop in this region.
They are a NPC Faction which all Game Master can utilize.

Black Tooth Grins
Capital Carrier 'Minerva'

Population Estimates show around 1,100
Head of State Nedra 'The Ghost' Camus

Government Type Organized Pirate Group
Formation YE 43
Currency KS, or any other currency they can acquire

History

The Black Tooth Grins were a crew part of a carrier that deserted their military force who were in war
with the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia. Their Captain, Nedra Camus plead for the safety of her crew
and were willing to serve the Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia by giving their nation secrets in return for
her crew safety. They are known for their quick hit and run tactics from their carrier the Minerva as they
launch fighters and bombers to siege their victims until they meet their demands. The Black Tooth Grins
are known to have done business with the Kuvexians on several occasions. They joined the Kuvexian
Military second invasion of the Kikyo Sector and civilian convoys have encountered them near the Yui
Nebula, Hankao's Nebula, and Chiharu Nebula.

Encounters

A humanitarian convoy that was a collaboration between the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia security
forces and the Sunavi Corporation convoy was raided by the Black Tooth Grins at Longwatch
(Flarghrishimmi) and successfully repelled as the carrier that got identified as Minerva jumped away from
the area.

Ships and Installations

No space stations or other installations have been detected yet for this pirate group. The pirate group
has been only located at their carrier ship the Minerva. This ship is a mishmash design of their former
nation technology and upgraded with Kuvexian Military technology.
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Territory

They operate mostly in the south-west of Kikyo Sector and stick closely to the Yui Nebula, Hankao's
Nebula, and Chiharu Nebula regions after their daring attempt to raid a Sunavi Corporation convoy and
failed to take control after the bravery and experience Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia security forces
responds.

RP Opportunities

This group can be used for:

Small group enemies.
Local Interest.
Pirate Stories.

Rumors

Rumors about this group are as follows:

They have seen to be part of raid parties that raided Star Army of Yamatai bases at Planet Himiko,
Hanako's World and New Vicky (UX-19)
They are known for being a daring bunch of pirates after their attempt to attack a convoy in
Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia regions.
The Interstellar Kingdom Of Kuvexia doesn't bother to take control over this group operations, but
sees them as profitable when they come back with luxury.
The Bothuturtha Pirates consider them to be a rival group.

OOC Notes

Rawolfe created this article on 2021/01/20 12:33.

Approved by Andrew in this thread.
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